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QUESTION: 206
A manager can create a report in which of the following categories? (Choose One)

A. Only a standard category B. Only a shared category C. Only a personal category
D. A shared category or a personal category
E. A standard category or a personal category
F. A standard category, a shared category, or a personal category

Answer: D

QUESTION: 207
Which of the following can be used to define a column in a report? (Choose Two)

A. Another report
B. A SQL function
C. A Java function
D. An exposed property
E. A class join

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 208
Which of the following definitions is incorrectly matched with one of the 6R's of
PRPC? (Choose One)

A. ResolvinG.Complete the work, then update downstream systems promptly through
automated process and automated support of users
B. ReceivinG.Accept and capture the essential data describing work from multiple
sources
C. ReportinG.Communicate status, requests for information, and progress to the work
originator and to other interested people involved in the work
D. ResearchinG.Support analysis and decision-making by providing access to external
systems and databases

Answer: C

QUESTION: 209
(True or False) A business process describes and controls how business is conducted.
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A. True
B. False

Answer: A

QUESTION: 210
The elements that make up a Business Process Management application include
_________. (Choose Three)

A. process
B. user interface
C. forms
D. logic and decisions
E. analyzing
F. routing

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 211
Which of the following are true statements regarding a work type? (Choose Three)

A. A work type represents a fundamental unit of work to be processed and resolved
B. A work type is a template used to create a work item
C. A work type can be assigned to a user
D. A work type defines the process used to complete, or resolve, work
E. A work type has a unique status

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 212
By default, which types of information are automatically added to the history of a work
item? (Choose Four)

A. Changes to work status
B. Audit notes
C. Changes to property values
D. Assignment instructions
E. The work type used to create the work item
F. The user who created the work item
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Answer: A, B, D, F

QUESTION: 213
What is the key difference between BPM application development and traditional
application development? (Choose One)

A. A BPM application is process-centric (all elements of the application depend upon
the process)
B. In a BPM application, elements of the application – such as UI, logic, and data –
cannot be modular
C. A traditional application cannot be used in an N-tier environment
D. A traditional application allows for direct execution of the business process, while a
BPM application does not

Answer: A
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